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Since the reform and opening up, people's quality of life has improved rapidly, 
sports also steer. As one of the joint industry sports, football lottery also quietly 
entered the public view. Most of countries` social sports resources construction 
funding for the welfare funds rely on lottery, which is the most effective and direct 
method that the widely used around the world to obtain sports public welfare fund. 
In recent years, the widespread application of network technology and Internet 
technology, the football lottery also gradually by the masses know football lottery, and 
different from the welfare lottery luck on lottery, it relies more heavily on the mastery 
of football knowledge and skills. It is out of this consideration, this study aims to 
establish a football quiz system, realize the appropriate football lottery game 
prediction. 
Firstly, this dissertation discusses the background of the system development and 
the research situation at home and abroad, and describes briefly the main problems 
solved by the system; secondly, on the basis of the research, this dissertation adopts the 
method of software development unified process, unified modeling language for the 
analysis and design description language, carries on the demand analysis and function 
modules of football the system adopts the use case model, and describe the system 
function needs; the outline design and detailed design of system analysis and design, 
static structure through the class diagram to describe the system. Finally, using 
Eclipse as a development platform, using JAVA as the main development language 
server, combined with the SSH framework for program design, and combining with 
the data characteristics of design data storage way football system. 
The realization of the football system, can popularize the majority of lottery of 
technology knowledge, enhance understanding of the football match, enhance the quiz 
level, also can change some extreme lottery fans crazy about football lottery gambling 
behavior decreased; and entertainment from the angle to the masses of football lottery 
a brand-new understanding. 
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足球彩票起源于 1921 年的英国，经过长期快速发展，至 90 年代足球彩票年
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